November 2017 Newsletter!

Igniting Learning Journeys
啓育學習旅程

Dear Friend of CDC,
It is with great excitement that we introduce to you the CDC’s new book -- The Child
Development Centre’s Guide for Teachers and Therapists. The Guide was successfully
launched on 25 Oct 2017.
Over the past year, CDC’s multidisciplinary team created The Guide. We are very proud to
have put together this resource that helps support professionals who work with preschool
children with individual needs. We hope that young children will be supported even better
in their preschools as a result.
It’s been a while since our last update. A lot has happened at the centre since, including a
brand new motor therapy room that is now up and running. More therapy sessions are now
available for children who will benefit from sensory and motor training.  
At the CDC, we always look for ways to make learning fun and engaging. If you have not
seen our latest educational rap videos on Chinese writing basic rules, here’s a link for you
to enjoy them!  
Team CDC

NEWS

Centre Trip

A fun-filled outing to Kadoorie Farm was
enjoyed by 15 CDC families and a group of
caring volunteers from Goldman Sachs.

Sedan Chair Race

We love the Sedan Chair race and are
proud of the longstanding mutual support
between the CDC and Sedan Chair
Charities Fund.

Knowing Your Child’s Learning Style

Each child learns and interacts with the world in different ways.
Most children begin to develop and show a preference for
particular learning styles during their toddler period.

Helping Your Child Sleep Better

Common problems with children’s sleep include inconsistent sleep
routines, difficulty falling asleep, nighttime and early morning
awakening and restlessness. How can these problems be tackled?

Getting Ready to Learn

Children start learning the moment they come into this world.
While they develop and acquire new skills at different rates, what
can we do to prepare our children to get ready to learn?

Wine Appreciation for a Cause – A sophisticated
way to support the CDC

With the purchase code ‘supportCDC’, 5% of the proceeds of
German wines purchased on The Fine Wine Experience website
will go to the CDC. Place your order now!
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